
Door to Door Multimodal Transport for  

Dry & Temperature Controlled Cargo  

260,000 

 

 

MULTIPLE DAY OF THE WEEK 
DEPARTURES 

Part of the CMA CGM Group of Companies 



MacAndrews offers Intra-European door to door or port to port transport, using multimodal routes 
combining Road, Rail and Sea in shipping containers. We strive to simplify the transport process for 
manufacturers, retailers, and freight buyers to achieve a more efficient Supply Chain.  Our transport 
solutions by sea, rail, road and barge connect  to most European destinations linking the Iberian  
Peninsula (Spain and Portugal) to the United Kingdom and Ireland, as well as France, Holland,  
Scandinavia, Poland, The Baltics and Russia.  We are part of the third largest shipping company in 
the world, CMA CGM Group. 

 

 

MacAndrews' door-to-door services integrate collection, shipment and delivery as one seamless  
solution. (we also offer Port to Port or Port to Door, Door to Port) 

 

Fully-fledged, integrated  logistics and transport services are part of our service offerings. We also offer 
hi-tech cold storage, sophisticated warehousing solutions and a domestic transport system offering  
customers comprehensive logistics solutions. Our main warehousing hub in Bilbao has 8 Bays for load-
ing and unloading with 500 square metres of refrigeration allowing consolidation for delivering Spanish 
fresh produce throughout Europe, through vessels which call at the Port of Bilbao.  

 

MacAndrews has a specialised team handling the transport for larger projects which may include out-of
-gauge cargo within our Intra European Network. 

 

Securely maintaining the cold chain in our 20’, 40, and 45 ft reefer containers from pick up to drop off. 

 

Our specially designed trademarked Reefer and Ambient Block Train services in Spain makes us the largest user 
of the rail network. We currently operate an average of 51 Block Trains  per week from Barcelona, Madrid,  
Valencia, Seville , Zaragoza and Burgos through Bilbao for dry goods and a dedicated Murcia to Bilbao Direct 
Reefer Trains operate twice weekly consisting of 28 reefers per block train. In Scandinavia, we currently operate 
rail links from Helsingborg Port, connecting hinterlands of Göthenburg, Stockholm, Oslo, Gävle , Nörrköping, Ud-
devalla, Västerås and Hallsberg.  



Our 45’ High Cube Pallet Wide range ensures you get 
the same load offering as you would on a truck. 
MacAndrews as part of the CMA CGM Group owns 
one of the largest and youngest fleets of containers 
designed for both the transport of perishable goods 
in a temperature-controlled environment  and dry 
cargoes. 

From our warehouse and cross docking facilities 
Europe wide, we also offer milk run picks up 
from multi locations to be consolidated at our 
warehouse for onward delivery. We also offer a 
picking and packing service.  Cargo insurance is 
also a  service we can offer as an add on. 

 

In Madrid and Barcelona, we act as Lloyd’s 
Agents, surveyors and claims adjusters for more 
than 250 insurance companies. 

 

MacAndrews is dedicated to delivering sustaina-
ble transport solutions. By providing a one stop 
shop solution utilising different transport modes, 
together, we can be greener. One of our voyages 
takes about 300 trucks off the road.  

 

 

 Greener and sustainable transport option to      
lower your carbon footprint (60% saving on average) 

 Long standing industry experience 
 Proven record of supporting modal shift 
 One manager for your logistics chain 
 Reliable transport with fixed multiple day  

departures to work around your  
production schedules 

 Dedicated Tender Teams 
 Specialist cargo management 
 No surged pricing throughout contract 
 Online track and trace 
 An ever expanding transport network across Eu-

rope with financial backing to start new projects 
with customers to make our product fit your 
business 

 Local points of contact with strong customer fo-
cus 

 Wide range of equipment  
 Access to global network via CMA CGM Group 
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Using our tailor made solutions, MacAndrews work with many high profile brands within 
the industries of Automotive , Consumer Products, Pharmaceuticals , Beers, Wines &  
Spirits, Forest Products , Chemicals and Perishables.  MacAndrews’ client base includes 
large and medium-sized manufacturers, shippers and other logistics service providers 
who’s priorities and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) target is  minimise their carbon 
footprint. 

 

 

Our dedicated specialists provide “field-to-shelf” services 

to make sure your shipments arrive in the right place, at 

the right time, in optimal condition ranging from -35°C  to 

35°C . You will benefit from our high security and safety 

measures, speed to market, full supply chain visibility and 

compliance.  Our focus is on flexible transportation and 

logistics solutions that safeguard product integrity, extend 

shelf life and minimise wastage.  Part of this range includes  

Temperature Controlled ISO containers, Reefer Block 

Trains, Plug- ins and Temperature Controlled Cross  

Docking.  

 

Our services include multiple collections from individual 

wine growers and spirit distillers, exporters, importers 

and multinational retailers . We offer direct pick-up & 

transportation of loose or palletised goods from  

producers for consolidation to bulk wine movements 

using 20-foot ISO steel tanks, or flexi-tanks with a vol-

ume of up to 24,000 litres, loaded into 20-ft. containers. 

FMCG Goods (fast moving consumer goods) are normally  

perishable items which are delivered in big quantities.  These 

items can be food stuffs such as soft drinks and toiletries or 

disposable electronic goods such as low end disposable  

cameras. FMCG goods offer a profitable market solution for 

retailers as the items are low cost and with good profit  

margins. To meet client requirements, MacAndrews Multimod-

al Transport model adds value by  delivering efficiency, planned 

loads for cost savings, and being able to cope with market 

demands during peak seasons. 

 



 

Our operating processes are already focused on efficiency, which 

in turn delivers immediate environmental benefits. For example, 

moving 50% of cargo off 100% road into a multimodal chain can  

measurably deliver substantial reductions in fuel consumption 

and a company’s carbon footprint. .Products we carry include: 

 

End-to-end visibility and pro-active temperature monitor-

ing & control to support the pharmaceutical industry in-

cluding temperature controlled solutions, validated pro-

cesses with reliable transportation within our own  

controlled network. We identify ways how healthcare and 

cosmetic companies can collaborate to realise supply chain 

cost reductions and service synergies through one man-

aged supply chain network. 

The fashion industry relies on time-definite delivery to con-

sumers. Our tailor-made services address the special  

requirements of the industry and ensure products reach 

the consumer on time. This is achieved by seamlessly  

connecting all parties involved in the supply chain to  

ensure availability of the right product, in the right quanti-

ty, in the right condition, at the right place and time. With 

greener initiatives being pressed on and streamlining 

across industries, GOH seems to be less of a requirement 

with flat packing becoming more apparent. MacAndrews 

45’ equipment range can ensure maximum payloads, 

scheduled deliveries within a sustainable and more eco-

nomically viable  alternative to road transportation. 

 

The automotive industry’s complex supply systems pose a par-

ticular challenge  and requires delivery of components from 

numerous companies in different countries must be carefully 

coordinated to ensure a smooth manufacturing and assembly 

process. MacAndrews can provide transportation and logistics 

services that enable you to optimize your supply chains, meet 

tighter production schedules, and operate on the basis of lean 

production principles.  

 

Timber & Lumber – logs, sawn timber, plus basic raw materials of the tree  

Wooden Products - plywood, MDF, flooring, decking, pallets 

Pulp & Paper – copy paper, tissue, carton board, print on reels, baled pulp, 

labels, food-packaging  

Recycled Products  – also known as SRM or Secondary Recycled Materials  



 

Our 45ft high cube containers are equipped to handle heavy  

payloads . Our equipment is fit to carry slabs of natural stone, 

bricks and other larger types of building materials. We can also  

accommodate combinations of slabs, crates and pallets to  

maximise use of container space and payloads which makes  

Multimodal transport with us ideal for transporting heavy  

vehicles, cranes, wood or building material. Local teams oversee 

collection and deliveries and have in depth regional knowledge 

of transport regulations and requirements.  

 
MacAndrews provides service delivery for companies  
carrying sensitive materials. For restrictive and controlled 
products such as those listed below, individual capabilities 
must be in place to ensure the goods and materials are 
moved across safely. MacAndrews offers expert knowledge 
for handling restricted or controlled commodities.  
Some of the cargo we  move today include:- 
 
 Chemicals 
 Fuel  
 Lubricants 
 Gases 
 Explosives 
 Oxidising Substances 
 Corrosive Substances  
 Organic Peroxide 

 

 

MacAndrews offers supply chain optimisation and execution 
solutions to a wide range of companies of all types and sizes 
from small local businesses to major household names in the 
global arena in the electronics, machinery and other  
manufactures industries.  These include subsectors such as :- 
 
 Plastics and Plastic Products 
 Paper and Fiber 
 Energy and Power 
 Mining & Construction 
 General Industrial Goods 
 Rail vehicles and Transportation 
 Medical Equipment 
 Paper and fiber 



 

 

GET IN TOUCH 

HELLO@MACANDREWS.COM 

FOLLOW MACANDREWS ON 

 

WWW .MACANDREWS.COM 

HEAD OFFICE 

75 KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON EC4N 7BE, UK 

TEL: 02072206100  

 

 

 

 

Part of the CMA CGM Group of Companies 


